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Abstract: Grameen Bank was the first microfinance institution (MFI) to introduce microleasing on a large scale. This paper provides a preliminary evaluation
of Grameen's leasing program. Instead of providing a full-fledged impact assessment study, we examine the terms and conditions of the leasing program and
evaluate its success in terms of outreach, repayment rate, and asset ownership.
Analysis of program level data shows that the program is successful in terms of
outreach and repayment performance. Through the program, poor men and
women have become owners of power tillers, power looms, shallow machines,
cellular phones, and even computers. The success of leasing suggests some
important lessons for MFIs. It shows that poor people have diverse credit needs
and that to help the poor borrowers to graduate out of poverty, MFIs have to
provide different and flexible products.

I

n 1992 Grameen Bank started its experimental leasing program
by leasing power looms to weavers in Ariahazar, near Dhaka,
the capital city of Bangladesh. Many of the borrowers in this
area were weavers who produced fabrics using handlooms. The
borrowers noticed that many of their competitors were using power
looms and wanted to know if the bank would help them to gain
access to power looms. Initially, the bank bought the power loom
and rented it out to the borrowers. However, the bank manager
realized that the borrowers would be better served through an
arrangement where the machines could be leased to the borrowers,
who could then pay off the cost of the machines by using the earnings from them. Based on this experience, in 1993 Grameen Bank
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piloted leasing power tillers in the Dinajpur and the Rangpur Zone
of the Bank.
In the 1994 zonal manager’s conference, a decision was
adopted to expand leasing to all zones. At the end of year 1997,
Grameen Bank leased 8,411 items in 111 different categories. The
program has enabled 96 male and 1118 female members to complete the leasing contract and own assets in the process. As of
December 1997, the leasing program has booked Tk. 237.67 million ($5.29 million) worth of leases, or an average of Tk 28,000
($623) per lease. The leasing program is in operation in all areas of
the bank; however, not all branches have a leasing program.1 The
total disbursement of all products of Grameen Bank was Tk
6240.70 million at the end of December 1997. This makes the
share of leasing close to 4% of the total portfolio of the bank.
The objective of this paper is to critically examine the leasing
program. Since the program is relatively new, the exercise will
entail a preliminary evaluation of the program. Instead of a fullfledged impact assessment study, we will examine the terms and
conditions of the leasing program and evaluate its success in terms
of outreach, repayment rate, and asset ownership.
The paper is based on data for the period 1994–1997 because
the bank partially suspended the leasing program during
1998–2001, while the bank redesigned its financial delivery mechanism. Leasing is now relabeled as a special project loan under the
rubric of Grameen II (Yunus, 2002). Even though the data is a bit
old, Grameen Bank is the first microfinance institution (MFI) to
introduce microleasing on a large scale and thus its experience with
leasing will be relevant for other MFIs that have introduced leasing
or are on the verge of introducing such a product.2
The plan of the paper is as follows. First we will examine some
studies that deal with the types of activities funded by the leasing
program. Then we will discuss the operational aspect of the
Grameen Bank’s microleasing. Next we will examine the leasing
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program and evaluate its successes and failures. Finally, the conclusion includes suggestions to improve the efficacy of the leasing
program.

The Financial Landscape of Leasing
“Financial leasing is a contractual arrangement between two parties, which allows one party (the lessee) to use an asset owned by
the other (the lessor) in exchange for specified periodic payments.
The lessee uses the asset and pays rental to the lessor, who legally
owns it” (Gallardo, 1997). The owner of the leased item expects
the lessee to make lease payments by generating sufficient cash
flow. This feature of leasing enables borrowers without credit
history and collateral to access the use of capital equipment
or other items. Leasing can be of three types; financial leasing,
hire-purchase, and operating lease. Grameen Bank uses the hirepurchase version of leasing.
Most of the activities funded by the leasing program are related
to small rural manufacturing and service industries. There were
two major studies that explored the workings of the small manufacturing and service industries in Bangladesh. The first one was
the Rural Industrialization Survey Project (RISP) by Bangladesh
Institute of Development Studies (BIDS), and the other one is a
book, Small Firms Informally Financed, edited by Islam, Von
Pischke and de Waard (1994). The later source deals mostly with
urban-based small manufacturing and service industries, yet its
findings are relevant for the microleasing industry. The BIDS study
shows that small firms, especially in the rural areas, face tremendous hurdles in setting up businesses and financing their working
capital needs. The study by Islam et al. shows that businesses in
this sector rarely borrow from the formal banking sector. Many of
the entrepreneurs surveyed are aware of credit facilities from the
commercial banks, but few try to use them. The major source of
funds for them is the informal sector, consisting of friends and relatives or the moneylenders. Depending on the funding source, the
cost of capital to the producers varies from 10% to 120% per
annum simple interest rate for initial investment, and up to 240%
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for working capital financing. The interest rate charged by moneylenders is in the range of 60 to 120 per cent per annum. The study
further shows that even friends and relatives may charge interest on
informal loans (30% to 96% interest per annum).
The BIDS study shows that, with a few exceptions, for the
majority of units, personal savings contributed from 50% to 100%
of the funds needed for establishing a Small Cottage Industry
(SCI). Some of the units used external sources for financing initial
capital and among them slightly fewer than 80% borrowed from
noninstitutional sources. One of the investigators (Ahmed 1984)
examined the problems encountered by microenterpreneurs in raising funds from the formal credit market. The main problem was
the stringent collateral requirements. The value of security offered
in terms of items like land, buildings and other fixed assets by the
borrowers as a proportion of loan was quite high (275%). For a
loan from commercial banks, this figure rose above 400%.
The next obstacle was the cumbersome documentation
requirements necessary to obtain formal credit. Through a special
survey, Ahmed (1984) found that borrowers have to meet as many
as ten different types of paper requirements, e.g., submission of
nationality certificate, solvency certificate, personal guarantee,
business registration and license, plant layout, and balance sheet
statement to receive a loan. The author of the study notes, “given
that nearly 60 percent of the owners of SCI’s are illiterate, 95 percent of them self-managed and a mere 6 to 7 percent of them keep
records of their operations, these excessive documentation requirements are likely to pose almost insurmountable difficulties to the
small borrowers in getting an institutional loan.”
Moreover, he found that the transaction costs of borrowing
from institutional sources are quite high. These costs include official fees, unofficial payments and bribes, and miscellaneous
expenses incurred by the borrowers in taking loans. The latter costs
constitute on average 3.45% of the amount borrowed, rising up to
nearly 6% of loans taken from government lending agencies.
Longer waiting times as well as a considerable number of working
days are lost in securing an institutional loan; on average it takes
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slightly less than three months to get a loan and about 12 working
days are lost while getting the loan approved. A recent village level
study shows that the transaction costs are even higher, averaging
67.66% and 52% in the two study villages (Banik, 1993).
These studies, however, failed to expose the gendered nature of
the problem. Women have a negligible presence in the rural industry. The RISP study shows that 32.3% of the workers are female in
rural industries whereas only 3.3% of the proprietors are female.
The credit constraint faced by women entrepreneurs is even more
confining than that faced by men; they may not get any loan at all.
Islam et al. (1994) report a rate of 120% to 240% per annum simple interest rate on loans to the women’s tailoring trade. These
studies also suggest that there is a huge demand for credit to
finance these activities. However, due to lack of funds, or because
of the stringent conditions that have to be met to obtain funds,
many potential enterprises never take off resulting in jobs not
being created and lost opportunity to achieve economic upliftment
for a significant number of people—especially women.
These studies show that the financial landscape faced by firms
in small manufacturing and service industries is rather bleak. They
have to borrow from the informal market at an exorbitant interest
rate or deplete personal savings to start a business. For the expansion of business, they have to rely on internal financing through
reinvestment of profits. However, the majority of the sample SCI
consume a significant portion of profit, to the tune of 85% on
average. Ahmed (1984) argues, “with insignificant retained earnings resulting from higher consumption of profits, considerable
credit selling, and the consequent repayment delays and lack of
facilities for private financing through hire-purchase arrangements
and subcontracting systems, is bound to make the growth and
expansion of these industries extremely difficult in the country
unless suitable arrangements are made to ensure adequate flow of
formal credit to them.”
The above review deals only with short-term credit needs
of small enterprises that could benefit from the leasing program. Leasing is usually medium- to long-term and the banks are
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reluctant to undertake term lending. Such needs have to be satisfied by borrowing from moneylenders, friends, and relatives or by
using personal savings and the reinvestment of profits. Grameen
Bank’s microleasing program has to be evaluated against this backdrop of ground realities faced by microentrepreneurs where they
have limited opportunity to borrow for a period longer than one
year. Moreover, the majority of Grameen Bank’s members are
women who are unlikely to get credit even for short-term needs
from formal and informal sources, not to mention term lending
needs.

Procedures for Grameen Bank Leasing Program
Terms and Conditions
The leasing fee (annual interest rate) is set at 20%. The principle
for calculating the interest includes the purchase price of the
item, transportation, and other expenses, such as insurance premiums. The maximum time for paying off the lease contract is three
years. However, in the case of animals, the maximum is set at
two years. The lessee has to pay off the contract amount through
weekly installments. A member has to start the installment payment within a month (in the case of animals, 15 days) of receiving
the leased item. The lessee could either pay off the amount by making equal installment payments or, after consulting with the
branch manager, paying no less than Tk. 100 during the off-peak
period and more than the installment amount during peak-period.3
However, the time limit for the off-peak period is three months.
The lessee could also pay off the full or a partial amount of the
lease value anytime. The lessee is liable to keep the leased item in
good working condition and to fix any mechanical defects. As a
result, the lessee carries the risk of obsolescence. 4 Further, the
lessee has to insure the item if insurance is available. For example,
all transportation related items and cellular phones are insured
with commercial providers and the lessee bears the expenses.
The bank will repossess the leased item if the lessee fails to
pay the full amount during the stipulated time. If necessary, the
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repossessed item could be released to another member. The area
manager/program officer and the branch manager, in consultation
with the new lessee and the defaulting lessee or his or her representative, will reassess the value of the leased item. If the reassessed
value is greater than the remaining payment on the leased item, the
surplus will be first used to pay off any remaining lease payment.
If there is still money left, that will be given to the defaulting lessee
as cash. If the reassessed value is less than the remaining rent on
the leased item, the defaulting lessee will be liable to meet the
shortfall.

Selection of Leasing
• A member will be given a lease on an individual basis. A
group or a center cannot get a lease on the basis of a collective ownership.
• There will be no prespecified list for leasing items. The zonal
manager by his or her own discretion can give any item for
leasing. However, the item should be such that it could be
transferred later, if necessary, without any major wear and
tear.
• Leasing will not be given for any business where there is daily
sale and purchase, e.g., grocery shops, variety shops, or
pharmacies. 5
• Livestock could be leased under the leasing regulation.
However, goods that could be financed under the ceiling of
general/seasonal loan would not be leased.
Qualification
To be eligible for a lease contract, members and centers have to fulfill the following criteria. Branches do not have to meet any specific condition to initiate a leasing program.
Members
• A member must be at least a three-time loanee.
• A member must have an additional source of income so that
installments can be paid.
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• The lessee or a member of the family must have prior experience in managing the leased item; and in the latter case, the
member of the family must oversee the item.
• In the case of transport items, the lessee or a member of the
family must be an experienced and licensed driver.
• Leased item must be used properly and the repayment rate
must be satisfactory.
• A member must have or create an appropriate space to store
the leased item.

Center
• A center must be at least two years old.
• A center should not have any trouble loanee. The zonal
manager could initiate a leasing program with good members
of an irregular center if he or she thinks that by adopting
such program the overall performance of the center could be
improved. However, this cannot be done indiscriminately.
Lease Proposal and Approval
The bank assistant as well as the branch manager will provisionally
select members and centers to initiate a leasing program, provided
they meet the conditions mentioned in the qualification section.
Once the selection is completed, the branch manager will invite
the area manager/program officer to visit the center. He or she will
visit the center during the regular weekly meeting, or a special
meeting, and then evaluate the lessee’s income, prior experience
in managing the leased item, and the venture’s potential. He or she
will further inform the member about the risk involved in the venture and the method of payment, and will visit the member’s
house. Once the visiting team is convinced that everything is satisfactory, it will finally approve the member for the leasing contract.
According to the current practice, the branch manager will forward
the leasing proposal to the area manager. After examining the proposal, the area manager can approve leasing with a ceiling of Tk.
50,000 ($1111). All proposals exceeding the ceiling of Tk. 50,000
require the zonal manager’s approval. The zonal manager can
approve proposals up to Tk. 300,000. If the proposal is for more
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than Tk. 300,000 ($6666.67), it would need the approval of the
Technology and Development unit housed at the Headquarters.6

Buying of the Lease Item
Depending on the value of the lease item, bank staff7 may be
involved in the purchase of the lease item. A representative of the
bank monitors the buying and usage of the leased item. Whenever
appropriate, the staff will take spot quotes from at least three vendors and will buy the item from the vendor with the lowest price.
Some of the preconditions of leasing, such as a perfect credit
record, prior experience with the activity to be financed, licensing
requirement for operator of transport items, existence of an additional income, and availability of space to store the leased items,
make leasing very close to a collaterized loan. These preconditions
suggest that the bank is looking for relatively better-off borrowers,
and the conditions will lead to self-selection by the borrowers.
Leasing is a relatively new product in Grameen’s portfolio;
however, it is different from other loan products in many ways.
Firstly, there is no group tax in leasing. Group tax is a contentious
issue with Grameen borrowers, and many of them perceive it as
hidden levy that effectively increases the cost of borrowing. 8
Secondly, loan for leasing is not fungible. The members are given a
product instead of cash. For example, in the case of general loans,
members will sometimes borrow money to pay for paddy husking,
but instead use it to lease land (Todd, 1996). This is not possible
in case of leasing, because the item is bought in the presence of
bank workers through a competitive bidding process. This ensures
that the item is used strictly for productive purposes and thus
reduces the probability of default of the lease contract. Thirdly,
candidates for lease are chosen who have other sources of income
and have the ability to store the leased item. These conditions are
not used, at least formally, for many other loan products. Fourthly,
except for housing loans and types of seasonal loans, all other loans
are given for a short term, i.e., one year, whereas the leasing term
is for more than a year. Fifthly, the grace period for a lease item is
one month (in the case of livestock lease, the grace period is 15
days); for other loan products, the installment payment has to start
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in the second week after the disbursement of the loan. Sixthly, a
lessee could pay off the loan amount prior to the expiry of the loan
contract, and the installments could be fixed as well as variable
depending on the season. Since the installment is calculated on a
declining balance, prepayment will entitle the lessees to a rebate on
interest payments. Seventhly, unlike other products, some leased
items can be insured, which protects both the lessee and the lessor
from undue risk. Lastly, the most significant difference is the
absence of “joint liability” in the case of leasing. Even though the
center and the groups are involved in appraising lease proposals,
and the group chairperson signs the contract as a witness, they are
not held liable for the repayment in case of default. Through leasing, Grameen Bank is experimenting with pseudoindividual, collateralized loans.
As we mentioned earlier, Grameen’s leasing program is similar
to hire-purchase arrangements. However, it is even different from
pure hire-purchase leasing. For example, the borrowers do not have
to pay any down payment to initiate the contract. Unlike the true
“lease-to-buy” contract, the borrowers do not have to pay the residual value that the asset has at the end of the lease period, if it is
greater than zero. This more than compensates the borrower for
bearing the risk of obsolescence. Also, in contrast to a rent-to-own
agreement, the borrower in a leasing agreement cannot terminate
the contract and return the item.

Evaluation of the Leasing Program
In a short period, leasing has become a very popular program with
Grameen borrowers. The following two tables show the annual disbursement of leasing by zone, along with the gender of the lessee.
Table 1 shows the number of lease contracts and Table 2 shows the
value of lease contracts.
Table 1 illustrates the remarkable growth achieved by the leasing program. Since its inception in 1994, leasing has grown exponentially. The cumulative growth rate for male leaseholders is
580%, for female leaseholders it is 1370%, and the overall growth
rate is an impressive 1297%. The same trend is captured in Table
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Table 1. Annual number of lease contracts across zones and
according to the gender of the borrower
Zones

Chittagong
Tangail
Rangpur
Dhaka
Patuakhali
Bogra
Sylhet
Rajshahi
Dinajpur
Faridpur
Comilla
Mymensingh
Naraynganj
Khulna
Total

1994

1995

1996

M

F

T

M

F

T

M

F

0
5
35
16
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
56

46
0
158
117
9
15
0
6
186
5
4
0
0
0
546

46
5
193
133
9
15
0
6
186
5
4
0
0
0
602

34
4
19
4
1
4
2
0
13
0
0
0
0
0
81

129
3
57
19
1
31
19
84
458
40
9
19
0
0
869

163
7
76
23
2
35
21
84
471
40
9
19
0
0
950

8
11
5
0
3
1
0
1
3
2
0
0
4
0
38

47
4
33
5
5
2
4
203
106
15
1
62
173
103
763

1997
T

M

55 17
15 83
38 24
5
38
8
22
3
4
4
0
204 5
109 4
17
2
1
0
62
5
177 3
103 1
801 208

F

Cumulative total as
of December 1997
T
M F
T

81 98
59 303 362
172 255 103 179 282
70 94
83 318 401
286 324 58 427 485
269 291 26 284 310
84 88
9 132 141
14 14
2 37
39
764 769
6 1057 1063
199 203 20 949 969
299 301
4 359 363
1563 1563 0 1577 1577
1672 1677 5 1753 1758
87 90
7 260 267
290 291
1 393 394
5850 6058 383 8028 8411

Note. M= Male, F=Female, and T=Total. From Monitoring and Evaluation Department of

Grameen Bank

2. The rates are unusually high because the program started from a
low base. Both tables show that the majority of leaseholders are
women—95% in terms of numbers and 91% in terms of values.
We have already shown that leasing is very popular with
Grameen borrowers. However, one of the most important indicators of success is the repayment rate. Table 3 shows the repayment
rate of the leasing program by zone and by the gender of the borrower, at the end of each year.
In some of the zones, the repayment rate declined over time
from a perfect repayment record attained in the beginning of the
program. Even though some of the zones have more than 100%
repayment rate, 9 the slight declining trend in repayment performance is carried over to the overall repayment rate. The overall
repayment rate is still very high—98% in terms of value and
97.6% (8209 leases out of 8411) in terms of the number of lease
contracts. These figures are well within the repayment rates of
other products of Grameen Bank. The repayment rate data
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T

0.00 2.50 2.50
0.31 0.00 0.3
1.0
3.97 4.97
0.72 5.08 5.80
0.00 0.32 0.32
0.00 0.85 0.85
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.21 0.21
0.00 4.21 4.21
0.00 0.22 0.22
0.00 0.19 0.19
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
2.03 17.56 19.59

F

F

T

2.0
7.48 9.48
0.39 0.3
0.69
0.59 1.99 2.58
0.31 1.91 2.22
0.08 0.04 0.12
0.15 0.55 0.70
0.12 1.42 1.54
0.00 1.53 1.53
0.25 7.29 7.54
0.00 2.01 2.01
0.00 0.53 0.53
0.00 0.95 0.95
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
3.89 26.05 29.95

M

F

0.59 2.55
0.72 0.11
0.55 0.39
0.00 0.39
0.10 0.13
0.02 0.03
0.00 0.41
0.09 4.71
0.08 1.94
0.11 0.81
0.00 0.05
0.00 0.81
0.49 8.96
0.00 3.28
2.76 24.62

M
3.14
0.84
0.94
0.39
0.23
0.05
0.41
4.80
2.02
0.92
0.05
0.81
9.45
3.28
27.38

T
0.67
5.18
5.61
3.39
0.89
0.20
0.00
0.07
0.06
0.12
0.00
0.15
0.55
0.06
16.97

M
3.02
10.07
2.92
23.65
11.98
2.53
0.80
11.76
4.23
8.88
28.54
21.40
4.24
9.69
143.76

F
3.69
15.25
8.54
27.04
12.87
2.73
0.80
11.83
4.29
9.00
28.54
21.55
4.79
9.75
160.74

T

F

T

3.26 15.57 18.83
6.61 10.49 17.10
3.43
9.29 12.72
5.42 33.39 38.81
1.07 13.48 14.55
0.37
3.97
4.34
0.11
2.64
2.76
0.16 18.20 18.36
0.39 17.68 18.07
.23 11.93 12.16
0.00 29.32 29.32
0.15 23.16 23.32
1.04 13.21 14.25
0.06 12.98 13.04
22.34 215.33 237.67

M

Note. M= Male, F=Female and T=Total, 1 million Taka=$22,222.22 at the exchange rate $1= 45 Taka. From Monitoring and
Evaluation Department of Grameen Bank

Chittagong
Tangail
Rangpur
Dhaka
Patuakhali
Bogra
Sylhet
Rajshahi
Dinajpur
Faridpur
Comilla
Mymensingh
Naraynganj
Khulna
Total

M

Table 2: Annual amount (in million Takas) of lease distribution across Zones and according to the gender
of the borrower
Zones
1994
1995
1996
1997
Cumulative total as
of December 1997

Table 3: Annual (at the end of each year) repayment rates
across Zones and according to the gender of the borrower
Zones

Repayment Rates
Up to Dec 94 Up to Dec 95 Up to Dec 96
M

F

T

M

F

T

M

F

T

Up to Dec 97
M

F

T

Chittagong

--- 100 100

--- 100 100

99 100 100

98 99 99
(5) (8) (13)

Tangail

100 100 100

98 100 100

97 100 97
(2)

102 101 102

Rangpur

100 100 100

98 99 99

85 90 89
(19) (58) (77)

85 87 86
(19) (56) (75)

Dhaka

100 100 100

97 98 95

72 73
(1)

95 95 95
(1) (15) (16)

Patuakhali

100 100 100

100 90 84

100 88 89
(3) (3)

100 98
(3)

99
(3)

Bogra

100 100 10

100 100 100

101 98 99
(1) (4) (5)

100 99
(5)

99
(5)

Sylhet

100 100 100

100 98 98

100 97

100 98
(4)

98
(4)

73
(1)

97

Rajshahi

--- 100 100

--- 103 103

100 101 101

100 100 100

Dinajpur

100 100 100

100 97 97

100 98 98
(24) (24)

100 96 96
(69) (69)

Faridpur

--- 100 100

--- 100 98

100 98 98
(3) (3)

100 103 103
(2) (2)

Comilla

--- 100 100

--- 100 100

--- 100 100

--- 102 102

Mymensingh --- 100 100

--- 99 99

--- 82

41 98
(1) (8)

Naraynganj

--- --- ---

--- --- ---

82 101 100
(7) (7)

75 100 99
(1) (5) (6)

Khulna

--- --- ---

--- --- ---

--- 100 100

--- 101 101
(1) (1)

Total

100 100 100

98 98 98

82

98
(9)

92 96 96
95 98 98
(23) (99) (122) (27) (176) (203)

Note. Figures in parenthesis represents the number of defaulting lessees. No
lease was repaid in 1994 and no information was available on default in 1995.
Because of prepayment, repayment rate could be more than 100 per cent.
From Monitoring and Evaluation Department of Grameen Bank
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reported here includes prepayments and late payments in addition
to timely payments. Including prepayment and arrears overstates
the actual repayment rate. A better gauge of repayment status
would be to add prepayers and timely payers and express that as a
percentage of total outstanding leases. Another option would be to
record loans by cohort (year of award and length of award),
because a two-year lease will have more problems than a one-year
lease and a new lease rarely has problems. The way repayment is
calculated, it pools experience, which in a growing program allows
defaults to be hidden by good loans. 10
Another indicator of success is to determine how many borrowers have fully repaid the lease contract and in the process
attained full ownership of assets. Tables 4 and 5 show the status of
asset ownership through the leasing program. Table 4 demonstrates
the distribution of asset ownership across gender and zones. Out of
the 383 items leased to male members, 96 are now owned after full
repayment. This makes the
Table 4: Distribution of asset
ownership ratio an impressive
ownership across zone and
according to the gender of
25%; out of the 4 leased items
the borrower
outstanding to male members
Zones
Cumulative total as of
so far, one of the items is
December 1997
M
F
T
already owned by the member.
Chittagong
26
127
153
The female ownership ratio is
Tangail
13
17
30
14% (1118 out of 8028 items
Rangpur
33
140
173
Dhaka
0
4
4
leased). The overall ownership
Patuakhali
0
12
12
ratio is 14.5% (1214 out
Bogra
4
34
38
of 8411 total items leased). 11
Sylhet
2
14
16
Rajshahi
1
118
119
The lower female ownership
Dinajpur
13
476
489
ratio can be explained by the
Faridpur
2
23
25
Comilla
0
13
13
recent nature of the female
Mymensingh
0
38
38
lease contracts. Table 5 shows
Naraynganj
0
64
64
Khulna
0
25
25
asset ownership by male and
Total
96
1118
1214
female borrowers in the top 15
Note. M= Male, F=Female, and T=Total.
activities funded by the leasing
From Monitoring and Evaluation
program.
Department of Grameen Bank.
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Women face credit constraints in obtaining loans from institutional sources. Commercial Banks don’t maintain records on the
gender of the loanee; however, a review of the types of activities
financed and the nature of collateral requirements would reveal the
gender bias of the loans by
Table 5: Ownership of asset as
formal sources. Grameen
of December 1997 according
Bank was a pioneer in opento the gender of the borrower
ing up women’s access to
in top fifteen activities funded
by the leasing program
credit. Through the leasing
Leased Item Number of borrowers
program, the bank is continuM
F
T
ing that tradition. In this case
Shallow
35
687
722
the leasing program is
machine
(4.9) (95.1)
Power Tiller
19
132
151
enabling poor women to have
(12.6) (87.4)
access to medium-term loans.
Power loom
0
58
58
(0.0) (100.0)
A review of the leasing
Cow
4
45
49
program shows that women
(12.2) (91.8)
are given lease contracts for
Rice Mill
4
25
29
(13.8) (86.2)
activities that are not considBaby Taxi
9
12
21
ered typical female activities.
(42.9) (57.1)
Dairy Farm
3
17
20
It is true that women may end
(15.0) (85.0)
up using a man to run many
Power Pump
5
14
19
(26.3) (73.7)
of these activities. This, howBuffalo cart
0
19
19
ever, is more of a reflection of
(0.0) (100.0)
the social realities faced by
Poultry Farm
3
15
18
(16.7) (83.3)
women in rural Bangladesh
Nursery
0
16
16
rather than men capturing the
(0.0) (100.0)
Fridge
2
7
9
businesses of their wives. A
(22.2) (77.3)
woman can own a power
Tempo
2
6
8
(25.0) (75.0)
tiller, but she is not expected
Shallow boat
1
6
7
to operate it in the field. This
(14.3) (85.7)
Fish Farms
0
5
5
is true for all activities that
(0.0) (100.0)
entail women going outside
Note. M= Male, F=Female, and T=Total;
of their homes and coming
figures in parentheses are the percentage
of the total number of item in each
in contact with males who
activity. From Monitoring and Evaluation
are not family members. But
Department of Grameen Bank.
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it is highly unlikely that any commercial bank in Bangladesh will
ever approve loans to poor woman for dairy farms, welding
machines, mini garments, washing machines, dish antenna, computers, or cellular phones, even if they are accompanied by their
husbands. Through the leasing program, the bank is trying to
break the gendered nature of activities financed by financial institutions (Hossain and Afsar, 1989).
Research shows that whenever a borrower creates a surplus
fund through income generating activities, they almost always like
to convert it to an asset, e.g., livestock or equipment. Leasing has
caught the imagination of the borrowers as it allows them to own
assets without delay. In the case of a traditional loan product, the
borrowers have to use several rounds of loans to generate enough
surplus to buy any livestock or equipment.
The success of the leasing program can be attributed to the
flexibility of its design. As we mentioned earlier, a lessee can make
partial or full payment of the leased amount at any time without
any penalty. This allows the borrowers to take advantage of
improved market conditions. If they have a windfall they can easily
pay off the balance on the contract and in the process become
owners of an asset much more quickly than in the stipulated time.
The introduction of installment payments for peak and offpeak periods is also an excellent innovation and this further adds
to the flexibility. For example, the most sought-after item in the
leasing program is the power tiller. Power tillers are in peak
demand during the early part of each crop season because they are
required to prepare the land; after that, they are most likely to stay
idle. During the monsoon season, the roads can be impassable and,
as a result, income from many transportation items, e.g., baby taxis,
bullock carts, or rickshaw van, could be low. The ability to make
variable installments enhances the debt capacity of the borrowers
because it allows them to synchronize payment with income flow.
In many of Grameen’s other loan products, there is no grace
period and repayments have to start almost immediately. Because
of this, many borrowers are known to withhold a part of their loan
to cover the early repayments. This would mean that return from
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the investment has to be substantial to pay off the principle and
the interest payments. The less-than-full use of the loan could
adversely affect the return from investment and the eventual repayment. In leasing, as there is a grace period of one month, and
lessees are selected who have other sources of income, and the loan
is given in kind rather than in cash; there is little possibility of a
less-than-full investment of the approved amount.
Leasing appears to be more conducive to enhance borrowers’
sustainability. It could solve the problem of low rates of graduation
of successful borrowers. In group lending, members of the group
differ in ability and entrepreneurship. In these situations, it is difficult for a creditor to separate entrepreneurial borrowers from
ordinary borrowers in order to reward them with large scale and
flexible loans. The lessee, on the other hand, is self-selected and
belongs to the group of relatively well-off borrowers, as implied by
the rules of the program. Through the leasing program, the bank is
able to reward members who are capable and who have a good
repayment record, and leasing can be used to reward successful
centers as well. Recent developments in group lending theory suggest that, if the limited liability constraint binds and borrowers are
risk averse, the relatively wealthier among the poor borrower may
prefer loans based on individual incentives (Madajewicz, 1997).
This is because as the wealth of the borrower increases, their incentive to monitor others in the group decreases.
Introducing leasing as a separate product of the bank instead
of opening a new company for leasing was a sensible option. This
allowed the bank to take advantage of its vast network and existing
infrastructures to expand the leasing program. Unlike the commercial leasing companies, Grameen could market and expand the
product easily and cheaply. Besides, through the leasing program,
the bank is able to take advantage of the economies of scope—the
ability to provide many products at the same cost. “In economic
terms, financial intermediaries enjoy economies of scope. These
arise from providing a large numbers of products that can be
produced jointly, such as checking accounts and savings accounts
and loans. By offering clients a broader array of services they can
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economize on overhead costs and increase profits” (Von Pischke,
1991, p. 230).
As mentioned earlier, there is no preset list of activities that
can be funded through the leasing program. The area office, in
consultation with the branch, can approve any item for lease. This
type of decentralized decision making based on each staff ’s knowledge of their borrowers operations and local market conditions
also increases the debt capacity of the borrowers and empowers the
staff. Besides this, leasing is a loan in kind is that is not fungible
which minimizes auditing costs for the bank.
Even though the probability of default is similar between pure
loans and leasing loans, leasing provides a special advantage over
lending in that it offers the ability to seize and sell the leased item
if the borrower defaults on the loan (Westley, 2003). On the contrary, if a borrower defaults on a loan, MFIs have very few options
to recover the loan. 12 In this way, pure loans are more risky than a
lease contract. Most MFIs provide a one-year loan because the
probability of default increases with time. MFIs use the promise of
enhanced credit limit after a successful completion of a one-year
loan to minimize the probability of default. Leasing allows the
MFIs to provide mutli-year loans without the same risk entailed in
giving mid-term business loans.
Earlier we saw that the leasing program has a good repayment
record. What is not clear is the incentive mechanism that keeps the
repayment rate so high. One explanation is that the possibility of
further lease contracts, as well as access to other Grameen loan
products, induces the lessee to make timely payments. It is fair to
assume that a subsequent lease would be larger than the current
lease amount. An indirect way of finding that out is by examining
the average size of the leases over time. Table 6 shows that the average size of the lease for male members is increasing over time. For
female members, however, the average size of the lease is declining
over time. There are several tentative explanations for this trend.
First, male members usually lease big-ticket items, because they
have access to the markets and greater social mobility compared to
female borrowers. Second, many of the male members are repeat
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Table 6: Size of the average lease across years and according to
the gender of the borrower
Gender

1994

1995

1996

1997

Cumulative as of
December 1997

Female

32,161
($715)

29,985
($666)

32,276
($717)

24,375
($542)

26,822
($596)

Male

36,285
($806)

48,123
($1,069)

72,684
($1,615)

81,625
($1,814)

58, 345
($1,289)

Total

32,544
($ 723)

31,531
($ 701)

34,193
($ 760)

26,534
($ 590)

28,257
($ 628)

Note. Figures in parentheses represent approximate US $ value at the rate of
$1=Tk 45.00.

lessees and it is likely that the size of a repeat lease would be bigger than the original lease, which would explain the increasing size
of their average lease. Most of the female lessees are relatively new
to the program, and the large number of female leases could
explain the smaller average size of their lease contracts. Third, even
though female lessees can and do use male relatives for the operation of their leased items, they still might not feel secure about
borrowing money for big-ticket items. Male borrowers on the
other hand can tolerate more risk than female borrowers and do
not feel inhibited by borrowing larger amounts.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that many members of MFIs borrow from multiple organizations—a phenomenon know as overlapping. The MFIs find overlapping problematic, as it could lead
to a loan-pyramiding scheme that could collapse. However,
another way to view overlapping is that it is an indicator of credit
rationing, i.e., the amount supplied is less than the amount
demanded. Since multiple memberships entail costs, the tendency
to borrow from multiple organizations could also imply that the
borrowers are looking for products that meet their special and
diverse needs. Leasing, being a much more flexible product, will be
likely to reduce the problem of overlapping. Further, leasing will
allow the bank to retain a good borrower who assumes larger loans,
of which the cost per unit is very low. Since giving larger loans is
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more profitable, these clients will allow the banks to crosssubsidize poorer borrowers.
The most exciting application of the program has been the
leasing of cellular mobile phones to successful women borrowers in
rural Bangladesh. Research by Bayes, von Braun, and Akhter
(1999) suggests that the availability of phones has benefited the
whole village both economically and socially. Phone ownership has
increased the income of the women and increased their mobility
inside and outside their villages. More importantly, access to phone
service increased villagers’ bargaining power vis-à-vis middlemen
who would otherwise enjoy information advantage.
Despite the remarkable success, the program faces certain
problems. Most of these problems originate from the failure of the
staff to follow the rules and procedures of the program as outlined
in the official circulars of the bank. The standard problem faced by
the program is default. However, this is a problem not unique to
leasing. Another problem includes leased transportation items that
were involved in accidents. In many of these instances, the bank
was unable to collect insurance money when the vehicles lacked
necessary papers, such as a valid driving license for the operator, an
up-to-date insurance certificate, or a road permit and fitness certificate. In some cases, the borrower sold the leased item prior to
the full payment of lease value, and in others, the lessee used nonfamily members to operate the leased item instead of limiting use
to self and a family member. In some zones, several items were
leased that could not be repossessed and released to other members, e.g., poultry farms, pharmacies, sweetmeat shops, or grocery
shops. An analysis of the problem cases suggests that the lessee
could benefit from some training on how to do market analysis and
how to operate the item safely.

Conclusion
In this paper we have tried to evaluate the leasing program of the
Grameen Bank. We have not attempted a full-fledged impact
assessment of the leasing program. It is not clear whether a complete impact assessment of leasing can be done. It will be difficult
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